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IN 111661167, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY'S SCHOOL OF CONTINUING
EDUCATION CONDUCTED DISCUSSION GROUPS IN HARLEM IN CHILD
D EVELOPMENT, CONSUMER AND EDUCATIONALFROBLINS. AND NEGRO
HISTORY, TO TEST THE FEASIBILITY OF EXTENDING UNIVERSITY
INFORMAL ADULT EDUCATION INTO THE POVERTY AREAS OF NEW YORK.
THE INSTRUCTORS (FOUR NEGROES AND TWO WHITES, ALL WITH
ADVANCED DEGREES) WERE AIDED SY SIX INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANTS,
INDIGENOUS PERSONNEL WHO RECRUITED PARTICIPANTS THROUGH
PERSONAL CONTACT. SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS WERE MOSTLY WOMEN,
UNSKILLED, AND WITH LESS THAN NIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION. ONLY A
SMALL NUMBER ATTENDED SESSIONS REGULARLY. RESULTS SUGGEST
THAT EXTENSION OF AN URIAN UNIVERSITY INTO THE MINORITY
GHETTO CAN SERVE AS A CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN THE DOMINANT
CULTURE AND THE EXCLUDED UNDERCLASS. HOWEVER. SUCH 4 PROGRAM
NEST SE HEAVILY SUBSIDIZED IF IT IS TO NAVE THE VISIBILITY
NECESSARY TO ITS SYMBOLIC ROLE. A SERIES OF EIGHT TO TEN
SESSION SEMINARS IS RECOMMENDED. ON THE TOPICS OF THE CHILD
AND THE FAMILY. EDUCATION AND THE SCHOOL. NEGRO HISTORY AND
THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT, COMMUNITY ACTION, AND NEW YORK
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT. PARTICIPANTS SHOULD SE ENCOURAGED TO
ENROLL IN THE ENTIRE SERIES AND RECEIVE A CERTIFICATE UPON
COMPLETION. THE PROJECT DIRECTOR SHOULD SE A NEGRO WITH AN
IMTESRATE0 INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF. (AJ)
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Attached is a narrative account of a Title I (Higher Education Act of 1965)
project in which our school tried to learn something by conducting informal
classes or discussion groups in economically underprivileged areas- -
chiefly in Harlem.

The director or the project and the author of the report was Dr. Hcc.-,..11..
Miller, associate professor of education at Hunter, an adjunct merzber
of our faculty, and formerly associate &nom of the Center for the Study
of Liberal Education for Adults.

I am sending copies of this report to colleagues in New York University
and in other colleges and universities in the hope that it will be not only
interesting, but instructive. If you have any questions, do not hesitate
to send the to Harry or to me.

The report 13 not copyrighted. You are free to make any use of It you
like, though references to the source would be appreciated.
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY'S HARLEM 811111HARS

During the academic year of 1966-1967, New York University's School of Continuing
Educed= conducted a pilot project, A Pilot Program of Education in Humes*
Development, Consumer Problems, and Public Issues for Recipients of Aid to
Dependent Children Support in Harlon*, on a grant under This I of the Higher
Education Act, to test the feasibility of extending univevsity informal adult education
Lao 4wonosnically underprivileged areas of the Nov York community.

me School became intereeted in the possibilities of reaching out to a totally dine:vet
clientele than the one normally drawn to its classes either at Washington Square or
in the suburbs when it learned of the Water* of an informal group of welfare
maples. in Harlem who had met for almost a year to discuss problems of urban
life. That group was formed originally is connection with & New York Regional
Plan program involving the organisation of olden discussion groups to view and
talk about a series of television films an the region's problems. A social worker
who heard of the program, convinced that the women who made up his case load
needed an interest to get their minds oft their own problems, organised a poop
among his clients to view and discuss the television programs.

With the aid of an tabu* expert whom he persuaded to lead the group, and
occasional other visiting experts, thegroup continued to meet keg after the
television showings ended; members cams andwent, but there was a core group of
four or five women who provided a consistent nucleus for the discussions. in the
Judgment of those who worked with them, the women involved not only learned a
good deal, but succeeded in breaking through the shell of Pooled= from the
commity that surrounded the housing project in which shay lived; they began to
participate in coeurnity action programs and to take a general interest in the
Urger problems in which they lore involved.

Tim School's proposal growing out of this swims advanced the hope of reaching
larger numbers of such people, sugamtlag than

. 1, Disadvantaged page la mob areas as Harlem are not indifferentto
sdocatior, dm* they may be inept or unqualified to deal with
Wades educational strunsrom

2, lbe particular needs of lids mulattos must be taken into secant in
the demi. of courses, recruitnnat, and selection of instructor,'
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3. The goals of such a program should include not only an increase in
knowledge and insight that Participants nil* apply to their daily
lives, but some gain in their resources inswing their knowledge
independently, and an improvement in skills of group discussion.

Ihe pilot project based on that proposal began in September of 1966, with the
first groups begimtng in January, 1967. The original plan was to conduct six
discussion groups for ten session, then begin on a second series of ton
meetings with six new groups. Seams we were interested in letting the
situations themselves determine the form of the program to some extent, it
tuned out that new groups formed in four cases, one of the groups continued
more or less Want through twenty sessions, and one group failed to jell the
second time around. 'lie table an the following page summarises the general
content and scope of the project; the remainder of the report supplies
descriptive and interpretative material to flesh out that framework.

On their face, these data support the conclusion that the pilot project was
anemia* that it provides positiveanswers to some of the major questions
witch the proposal raised. 'The university, if it wishes to accept the
respoosibdity and if it can find the financial resource, can indeed swain an
educational program for adults in underprivileged urban areas, We she:
return to ro.consider this conclusion at the end of this report, after
examhtug in detail the educational experiences that lie behind the data.
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HARLEM SRMDARS Acmniv SLUMMY

Number of Attendance Attendance Place ofhr_ Instructor Amp_ 1.1.

Comma Problems 10 Seitsman 5 - 3 6 Commmity Center

Canenmer Problems 10 Ssibanan 5 -12 $ Community Center

Child Development 20 Adair 3 -1s 10 Church

lidsontion and the School 10 Woock 3 - 20 $ Church

Ilducadon and the School 10 Woock 9 -13 10 School

Comeliest Problems 10 lbyer 5 -10 7 Neighborhood Comer

Camemer Problems 10 lbyer 0 - 7 4 Urban League Mee, then
Housing Development

Random and the School 10 Drown 5 -12 $ School

Nero Hielory 10 Ridley 0 -11 6 Commurdty Center, then School

Negro hotly 10 Ridley 5 -11 6 Homes at patticipente



Selection of Faculty

Lacking any guidelines from previous experience, those rnaponsible for the
project felt, from the beginning, that flexibility of approach to major decisions in
the pilot effort should be maintained. Faculty recruitment well illustrates that
approach.

We began with two basic criteria in mind: instructors must ave a thorough pup
of the field related to the seminar subject, and they must have insight into the
problems of this particular clientele as well as an ability to relate &reedy to
them as persons. The first of these is not only an obvious requirement of
any program operating under the authority of a university, but imessary for any
instructor who intends to respond flexibly to spontaneously expressed needs of
the group. The second criterion is crucial; this population is at only likely to
be suspicious of the ordinary processes of schooling but likely also to reject
the formal role relationships generally acceptable to middle clue groups.

We eu-y on wrestled with the question of whether the instructional mai? stiould
be all Negro. Milt turned out, we would have had little difficulty in kNuintng
together an a&quate staff consisting exclusively of non-whites, butdec.:(led
against it on st number of grounds. Viewed practically, since the dicscti: of
the project was white, a Negro faculty directed bya white person wouLtyrovide
justifiable grounds for offense. Further, on principle, to select r. ca
primarily on the basis of skin color instead of on relevant qualificatieas, is
prejudicial, in the absence of any evidence that Negro adults simply
learn from a white person. Informal consultation withpersons who had
community organization experience in the Harlem areasupported the view that
an integrated staff would be workable.

A list of possible instructors was sompilad by asking for recommendations frcm
a number of operating agencies whose programs brought them into intimate
contact with either the Harlem community or other underprivileged areo in the
city. Other recommendations came from administrative personnel of the School.
Final selection resulted in a faculty of four Negroes (two men and two women),
two whites (a man and a woman), four of them with doctorates and extensive
teaching experience, one with an advanced c.acial work degree and long experience
in community work, and one a graduate student.

The subjective and chancy process of staff selection worked surprisingly well.
All the instructors succeeded in developing a useful rapport, and demonstrated
an ability to integrate the interests of the group with basic aims of their own.
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The decision to use white faculty resulted in only two minor difficulties. In one
case, the seminar group got involved in a project that brought it into colon! with
an established community group in Herlemo whose leaders displayed considerable
suspicion and hostility to the instructor. The other incident arose as the fLrst
set of seminars came to an end, and we begin pluming the second set. One of
the *coupe wanted to continue, and we offered them the option of forminga
seminar on Education and the School; they liked the idea, they aid, but not with
a white person as instructor.

Recruiting

A number of approaches to the recruiting of participants were open to us, some of
which, using mass media or impersonal mailings, were not even seriously
considered. The Am-oject proposal had suggested the possibility that each instructor
visit a variety of community organizations to obtain suggestions for course content
as well as lead to potential participants. Starting with organisetices and
associations was obviously imperative, but we decided to use community persons
to make the contacts rather than instructors, who would inevitably represent an
alien world.

The project thus use- -,.ost of its budget allocation for "promotion" to pay the
salaries of six persons who were, in the OBO jargon, indigenous. New York
University was in to excellent position to recruit these people, since it had
played a central rt.ole in training family and teacher aides for the Head Start
program in the area. Enlisting the cooperation of the city's office in charge
of these aides, Ise interviewed a number of women who already had training
and espariencs in rerxulting Head Start parents and maintaining contact with
them. Each of the six eventually chosen was assigned to work with one of the
instructors, and designated as an "instructional assistant."

With the aid of a simply- written, one ege mimeographed description of each
seminar, these aides canvassed do members of orpnizatioas we thought might
be interested in the program, reminded participants of meeting dates during
the course of the seminar, attended the sessions themselves, and were asked
vocally to be halpful in any way they could to the instructor.

It is difficult to reduce the recruiting effort to any set of patterns; there were
almost as many different patterns as there were seminars. For convenience, the
description below is organised by seminar subject.
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understandably sidttish about helping. hoard of Mooed= headquarters people.

surprisingly, were more smasrstanding and helpful than many of those in the
field. We obtained permission early from the headquarters superintendent involved
in community relations to mike whatever arrangements we wished with any school.
after Web we caviled from various sources a Use of principals who might be
sympathedc to the idea of forming a parent discussion `coup.

only one ease did then arranyments proceed smoothly. In the others, we
were teem getting them eat, than finding the plans falling apart. Inone
case, Dr. 7/oodc found that the principal of the school in which his group vent had
a very Merest view from ours of what the group's impose was; he thought we
ough to agendas militant oils to foment revolution against the educational ristent.
We decided to shift the meetings to a neighborhood church, and develop a grog
independently of the school's parent organisation.

In another cue, after canvassing a list of four or Ave principals, wecame upon
one who Ives very interested in ccooerating, but who twisted that she needed the
approval of the District Superintsndeo. That office informed us that it required
the approval of headquarter.. When we applied again to the same person *are who
bad originally given carte blanche, he informed us that current decentralisation
orders gave the authority for such decisions to the district, which, when reapplied
to, promptly twined us down. We Bally found a school in another district in
which a poop of hatgenous teacher aides wished to parlicipate. and where the
principal agreed to permit the use of school Lima for the meeting,.

timro Mom

Recruidng hem was done in the neighborhood around a Harlem community csaler,
and for several sessions a group failedto materialise at all at the time of nisei*
Thursday evening was apparently a bad time; so in response to some expressed
boron from several mothers of Head Start children at a nearby school,
Mr. Ridley moved the meetings to the school and held than in the mornings. *Ida
morbid very well. A group of mothers brought their children to school, and
then held a discussion while they waited for them,

The nucleus of this group wished to amine after the first series was compleeed,
but we also had some inquiries from others who could not attend during the morals&
Mr. Ridley compromised by forming a new group, which met in the evening at
people's homes, but carried over into it some members of the Ant pup.
The change made a remarkable dilmence in the atmosphere of the discussions,
particularly in that it encouraged attenduce by a number of men.

- 1 ...PI. .41110.1110.
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If the group's supervision had been centralized, and the assistants Oven some
training in the tasks we asked them to perform apart from their recruiting,
the results would probably have been considerably improved. Later recommendatioasfor future program development will specify this point.

The Clientele

As we had expected, the participants in the seminars were almost entirely women,
mostly =killed, with educations somewhere below the level of high school
graduation. Such a composite picture, however, fails to convey the very considerable
diversity found even within a single group. The consumer problems groups were
perhaps the most homogeneous, composed of women most of whom were oa welfare,
but even in this area, one of the seminars was fairly evenly split between welfare
clients and others on a higher economic level. This contributed substantially to
the instability of that particular group, since the subgroups were interested in
somewhat different problems.

The second section of the Negro Problems seminar attracted a minority of men with
relative consistency, as did the one on Child Development, after it had been going
for a time. It is as though somf men became involved out of a curiosity about what
their wives were getting so inte:ated in. An occasional man showed up in one of
the school seminars and even, more rarely, in one of the consumer problems
gLuiris.

The most important characteristic of die clientele, perhaps, was its instability.
AU non-creult discussion groups, of course, exhibit this trait, and everythingwe
know about lower-class life styles would lead us to expect it in an exaggerated
form here. Indeed, it is a matter for some surprise that most of these groups
were able to maintain some consistency of attendance. As a practical matter,
nevertheless, one must take into account, in any assessment of our results,
that people came, then disappeared, that new faces appeared at various intervals,
and that only a relatively small solid core benefited from extended, repeated
encounter with a set of issues.

Curriculum

The original proposal bad suggested a number of possible courses for the program,
among them one on human development, consumer problems, and public issues, the
latter to be a general current events seminar concentrating on such issues as how
to get the facts and how to discern bias. After discussing these early ideas with
a number of professionals familiar with the community, we added Negro History
to the list, and narrowed the public issues idea to a consideration of educational
problems, which is one of the burning issues in the New York ghetto.

.4111p. "'NIP s",jr-*///' 1111 ',sorer gro *Nur
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The major emphasis in all of the seminars was a reliance for specific curriculum
focus on the expressed interests of the members. Ibis flexibility was expressed
in a variety of ways, and the report below of the curriculum of each seminar begins
with a contrast between the two extremes, one in which the subject manor was
most controlled by the instructor, the other in which it was least controlled.

Child Development

Although Mrs. Adair had a definite structure for the series of discussions,
special problems were picked up from the group from time to time and session
planned around them. Some of these emerged from the first evening's discussion,
which focuesod on an interview with one of the mothers conducted by the instructor.
One general concern appeared to be the question of how one introduces children to
sex, and a session about it was planned for the future.

In general, the folloAng issues were given extended treatment:

1, Developmental needs of children
2. Children's problems in school, and bow to help your child in

school,
3. Sexual development and sex education

The group viewed and discussed a number of films, including Angry Boy,
Palmour Street, The Quiet Otte, and several of the Canadian films on child
development. They reviewed elementary textbooks, and spent a couple of
sessions themselves doing the ldnds of things their younger children are asked
to do in school, including an encounter with the Initial '/leaching Alphabet, the
new math and wordbuilding games, and other similar activities.

The best way to characterize this group, perhaps, is to say that it transferred
the workshop techniques of some forms of teacher education to a discussion
setting with parents, and succeeded very well in making the transfer. 'The group
was enthusiastic, exhibiting a high degree of interest and invulvement.

Education and the School

In contrast, the people in Dr. Woock's first section took the bit in their teeth
and ran off in their own directions. He devoted the first session to a lively
airing of various grievances about the schools, during which the group was
attracted by the proposal of one of its members that they get a federal grant to
pay Harlem youngsters to attend a remedial summer school. Woock promised
to bring to the next meeting a staff member of the 0E0 to discuss the possibilities
of such a project, which he did.

Daly.11.4.001.06
INOMOIlk
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There was great pressure on the instructor from this point to help the group
develop a proposal for a suggested program of remedial summer work. He
agreed, because it was clear that they wanted &aka, and were not interested
in discussion of more general problems, and because he thought that in the
process of trying to get the grant they "would learn a good deal about the
etructure of educational and poverty bureaucracies in a variety of agencies..."
and "the difficulty of conceptualizing, designing, and preparing a sound
proposal for a worthwhile educational program."

At the next meeting, in the middle of the discussion, a representative of the
Harlem Parents Committee appeared (having been invited by one of our
participants), and subjected Dr. Woock to insistent questioningabout what
New York University in general and Dr. Woock in particular were trying to cb
in Harlem, He ended by accepting the existence of the group, and their action
aim, at least, and suggested they use the community center attached to the
church as the requesting agency for thegrant. Dr. Woock soon put together
a brief memorandum which might be expanded into a proposal, and a few
sessions later the group met with a man representing the local block association,
and another representing Haryou-Act. Both of these men had withering
criticisms to make e th idea of a discussion group, but both ended by agreeing
to file the proposal with others they were currndy submitting for federal funding.

The two final meetings were practically mass affairs attended by about 20 persons,
involving all three groups - -our discussion group, the block association, and the
District Board of Haryou-Act. The first of these meetings, according to our
instructor, was "acrimonious, loud, and almost uncontrollable. The block
association people apparently felt that the seminar ga.op was threatening their
community position, though they were assured that the group would not be in
existence beyond another two weeks. A decision about the adoption of the
remedial program proposed by the group was postponed for another meeting. At
that final meeting, the Association finally did decide to incorporate it into their
summer 1967 program request.

The second section of this seminar was composed of a group of women working
in an elementary school as aides, school volunteers, or Head Start parent aides.
They were particularly interested in discussing the role of the pars-professional
in the school, and the first three or four sessions were devoted to aspects of
that problem. They went on to consider the relation between poverty and school
performance, then to the government's war on poverty.

Although discussion was lively, and these women appeared to enjoy and get a
good deal out of the seminar, an assessment of what kind of educational programs
they would like in the future revealed a preference for skill - building courses
(reading, writing, pulgic speaking), and courses for crodit, either on the high
school or college level,

1111101.......mrsiiroomnso .
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Dr. Brown's group came closer to our expectation of what this particular seminar
would do. Participants were parents of children in an elementary school in
mintral Harlem, and many of the discussions focused on events or programs in
that school. At one meeting the group would consider, for example, a report
of a school incident they were indignant about; the instructor would insist that
before the next meeting they make every effort to get the real facts about it.
The group found itself having to revise its conclusions about a number of
incidents, as well as about g number of school problems.

Thus, at one point the group attended a larger meeting held at the school at which
a number of community activists argued that the community itself should make
the important decisions about the school. In a later discussion of these views,
Dr. BCOWA proposed that the group assurre that it had control of this school;
what would they do with it, he asked? The discussion that followedwas sobering
and illuminating.

Negro History

Though this seminar began, traditionally enough, with a film on the role of the
Negro in American life, it soon branched out into art, genetics, African
anthropology, and even opera. In part this variety resulted from the expressed
interests of the group members, and in part from the many enthusiasms of
Mr. Ridley. The following topics were discussed at one or more sessions:

Emancipation Proclamation
Nature of prejudice and how it is learned
The rise of African civilization
Development of language and culture in general
Slavery in the United States, the Weet Indies and

South America
The Negro as an American
Race and genetics
Negro contributions to American culture
Black power
Underprivileged family relationships
The war in Vietnam and the role of the Negro in it
The Negro in school textbooks
Sex and race
Thchnologlcal development of man

Mr. Ridley used films copiously, froma film about the bushmen of Africa to
"The Living Machine, " and the group also visited the Museum of Natural History
at relevant points.

laillanglii011.0111.11110.4101...ail..
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Consumer Problems

In general, the issues discussed in both sets of seminars in this Area were much
the same, though in both cases the instructors leaned heavily on the interests
and questions of the participants. Main emphases were:

Food buying
Buying on credit
Selecting clothes and white goods
Advertising abuses
Business frauds
Small stores vs. department stores
Name brands

Dr. lbyer's first section got off on an interesting tack by discussing the question
of the lack of commis:Wm within the neighborhood about ways in which people
could help one another to save money. They decided to use the bulletin board
at the center Su notices about things that people had to sell or give away, or
wished to =huge. They also began a project in cooperation with the Department
of Markets to do a check on neighborhood scales and prices.

Mrs. Seaman's groups spent some time on budgeting, and on purchasing drugs,
which turned out to be particularly valuable br the participants.

....-.....us.reemeratlftelmilINNIONIMINONIeresmaapi Nilirar...........-----...............................,.. ....
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Conclusions

This pilot program clearly demonstrates the feasibility of a university non-
credit extension into urban under-privileged areas. The question that it does
not so clearly answer is: should the university attempt to build a permanent
program of this kind? in that question are really two separate issues,
dr) first having to do with whether ams, involving people who have
not even finished high school, are the proper business of the university; the
second, whether the payoff is sufficiently large to justify the subsidy necessary
to carry it on.

The role of a university in programs of this kind can be challenged, but surely
not on the grounds that participants lack formal preparation. Such an objection
reasonably applies at least to ordinary creditprograms leading to e degree, but
has little relevance to informal programs, where universities have traditionally
refrained from applying these admission criteria.

The more relevant issue has to do with the level at which the subject matter is
approached. Very few would question the appropriateness of university-sponsored
conferences for the improvement of supervision and management in industry and
government, though the formal preparations of participants is seldom investigated.
Such programs bring to bear on the probi.eins of institutions whaportant
body of research and theory in the behavioral and social sciences, whom
development and dissemination is a recognized and central function of the
university. Thus, ordinarily it is the level at which the problems are analysed and
discussed that make a program appropriate, not the status of the participants.

With one exception, the Harlem Seminars brought to bear on the problems of
the participants data and theoretical formulations relevant to those problems
from psychology, anthropology, sociology and other fields -in a simplified
form, to be sure, and non-systematically, but the same might be said of many
extension programs conducted by graduate schools of business and public
administration. Indeed, there are large numbers of courses given for credit
by undergraduate institutions which are at a lower intellectual level than our
discussion groups--"Physical Education in the Elementary School, " to mention
only one.

The possible exception are the consumer problems groups. It is difficult to
argue that these could not just as well have been conducted by any number of
community agencies such as settlementhouses or re, or that an advanced
degree in econoinks would give one instructor significant superiority over
another in conducting the discussions.
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Di, if the issue of university-appropriateness can be relatively easily dispatched,
the remaining question, whether the payoff justifies the effort, cannot. If a
consideration of remits restricted to measurable learning and growth Sor the
pardcipants, the very considerable incasistency of attendance and instability
that characterized the groups suggest that nothing very startling happened.

From another point of view, individual growth is not the most significant variable
to consider, however. Every major development during the past year in the
urban ghetto indicates a worsening of the relationship between the mainstream
culture and the underprivileged minorities, especially the Negro. Ordinarily
sober and cautious obstavers are beginning to tall- about the possibility of as
explosion that may pull apart the painfully woven fabric of a stable social order,
nor can anyone in possession of the facts deny that possibility.

The extension of an urban university into the heart of the minority ghetto is
unlikely to overcome generations of educational disadvantage, nor will it do
very much to attack poverty or materially affect self-defeating life styles
endemic in the ghetto. it it can stand as a symbol of "downtown" concern, as a
commenting link between the dominant culture and the excluded underclass, in a
period when most meaningful lines of communication era rapidly disappearing.
mat the university should assume such a symbolic role is particularly important,
because not only does it have enormous prestige in the society at large, but it is
less subject than official institutions to an historically-based suspicion and
hostility from the underclass culture.

Some Guidelines

Any program built upon the miperiencos of this pilot project must obviouslynot
only be heavily subsidized, but should also be on a fairly large scale, if it is to
have the visibility necessary to its proposed symbolic role. Our experience
suggests the following format:

1. A curriculum embodying series of eight-ten session seminars around
those topics:

The Child and Family
Education and the Schuol
Negro History and the Civil Rights Movement
Commmity Action, Leadership, and Unties
New York Politics and Government



Participants should be encouraged to enroll in the entire series,
and those who complete it should be awarded a certificate of some
sort. In this recognition-starved culture such tangible evidence of
achievement may be particularly important.

2. The project director should be a Negro, though be should maintain an
integrated instructional stair The principle argued previously in this
report against an all-Negro staff does not apply to the selection of a
chief administrator, and the advutages are likely to be considerable.

Two full -time professionals should be employed to help the director.
One is to take responsibility for recruiting, and will train and
supervise a staff of part-time instructional assistants of the sort
employed in the pilot program. The second will be an instructional
materials expert, who will not only advise instructors about
available materials for their courses, and assume responsibility for
obtaining them, but also create simple visual aids in cooperation with
instructors.

3. Our experience suggests that there would be little difficulty in
making arrangements with a number of community centers, churches,
and housing projects, for the development of a decentralized network
of meeting places for the seminars. The administrative center would
consequently require only a minimum of space.
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